Dear Marilee:

The CPRC has reviewed the Annual Report (AR) for the Cytotechnology Program at the University of Kansas Medical Center. They found your AR to be satisfactory as all 3-year averages for Outcomes met or were above thresholds. Resources were sufficient to ensure the achievement of your Program’s goals and outcomes, and the Program was in compliance with all areas of the Standards. Congratulations!

The CPRC reviewers were impressed with your comprehensive evaluation of outcomes and the analysis and action plans, as needed, which is a perfect way for you and your Advisory Committee to keep abreast of potential issues. Your comments sparked a conversation about the CELL Web site, which you understand so well – let’s hope it does serve as an invaluable resource for programs and others in the months and years ahead. I hope there will be cytotechnology students at KU in the future to take advantage of this every improving site too!

Please remember that you can update information at any time on the site. Also, the Related Documents section is there for your use to “store” relevant documents such as Advisory Committee meeting minutes, faculty CVs, affiliate agreements, curricular documents, etc.

Best regards,

Deb

Deborah MacIntyre Sheldon | Cytology Education Coordinator
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Saving Lives one cell at a time™

Honor your mentors and mentees by supporting the ASC Foundation.

Join us in Dallas for the ASC 62nd Annual Scientific Meeting, November 14-17, 2014.